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Abstract. There is a challenge and opportunity to research if the ambient intelligent support that can be deployed with a recommender system extended with
an open hardware infrastructure that can sense and react within the learners’
context is of value to supports learners’ affectively. In this paper, we summarize
the status of our research on eliciting an interactive recommendation for a
stressful scenario (i.e., oral examination of a foreign language) that can be delivered through the Ambient Intelligence Context-aware Affective Recommender Platform (AICARP), which is the infrastructure we have designed and
implemented with Arduino, an open-source electronic prototyping platform.

1

Eliciting Interactive Recommendations with TORMES

We have reported elsewhere [1] our progress on analyzing the potential of Ambient
Intelligence to deliver more interactive educationally oriented recommendations that
can deal with the affective state of the learner. In particular, following the TORMES
methodology [2], we elicited an educational scenario focused on helping the learner
when preparing for the oral examination in a second language learning course, which
is widely considered as a stressful situation.
The recommendation identified in this scenario consists in suggesting the learner
to breathe slowly (at a rate of 4 breaths/minute) and is aimed to calm her down when
she is nervous. The applicability conditions that trigger the recommendation take into
account physiological (i.e., heart rate, pulse, skin temperature, skin conductance) and
behavioral (facial/body movements and speech speed) information that show evidence
of restlessness. The recommendation output has been coded in a multisensory way by
simultaneously modulating light, sound and vibration behavior at aforementioned
breath rate, so the learner can perceive the recommended action through alternative
sensory channels (i.e., sight, hearing and touch) without interrupting her activity.
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Delivering Interactive Recommendations with AICARP

To deliver the aforementioned recommendation elicited with TORMES, the Ambient
Intelligence Context-aware Affective Recommender Platform (AICARP) is being
implemented with open source software and open hardware following a modular design controlled by an Arduino board (see [1] for details). In the current version,
AICARP receives information from physiological sensors regarding changes in the
learner affective state through corresponding physiological signals. The sensors are
integrated into the e-Health platform [3] and a wireless electrocardiogram system [4].
Taking into account this information, AICARP is able to provide the elicited interactive recommendation to the learner by modulating the output of alternative sensorial
actuators with the recommended breath rhythm. In particular, the following actuators
have already been integrated into AICARP: i) white and red flashlights, ii) an array of
blue LEDs, iii) a buzzer that vibrates and sounds, and iv) a speaker reproducing a pure
tone at 440 Hz (i.e.,  “La”  musical note).
To get some insight on the users’  perception on the recommendation delivery, we
have deployed the educational scenario outlined in Section 1 in order to deliver the
corresponding recommendation elicited with TORMES. So far, in this context we
have carried out 2 pilot studies, one with 6 university students with various interaction needs -including a blind participant-, and another with 4 participants within the
2014 Madrid Science Week. Since we wanted to test the potential of this approach in
detecting not only the physiological information but also the behavioral information,
we used the Wizard of Oz method [5]. In this way, the recommendation was triggered
by the wizard (in our case, a psycho-educational expert) considering participants’
information on both physiological evidences detected with AICARP, as well as
body/facial movements and speech speed that the wizard observed while the participants carried out the two tasks defined in the pilots (i.e., talking aloud in English
about two specific given topics selected from those usually considered in oral exams).

3

Evaluation Outcomes and Open Issues identified

We evaluated AICARP in the 2 pilot studies with   the   analysis   of   the   participants’  
responses to the System Usability Scale [6] and to a post-study consisting in a semi
structured interview led by the psycho-educational expert. This evaluation showed
that the implemented infrastructure can actually sense the physiological state of the
learner (which seems to be related to some affective state) and deliver ambient intelligent interactive feedback aimed to transform a negative affective (i.e., nervousness)
state into a positive one (i.e., relaxation) (see [1] for details on the evaluation results).
To the latter, actuators considered aim to provide a natural interaction support not
interfering   with   the   participant’s   task,   and consisted of visual, audio and/or tactile
feedback.
As discussed in [1], the analysis of the evaluation outcomes has identified several
open issues to be addressed in future research, as follows:
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1. How to deliver interactive recommendations: this issue deals with selecting the
preferred sensory channels from those available, the format to display the recommendation, the support to understand the purpose of the recommendation and the
intrusion level.
2. When recommendations are to be provided: in terms of physiological and behavioral changes, while interfering as less as possible with the task. Here, and following TORMES methodology, data mining techniques can be explored to automatically identify the criteria that characterize the appropriate moment to deliver
the recommendation [7].
3. Learners’  features of potential relevance in order to design other recommendations: such as domain dependent attributes (i.e., the English level) and personality traits.
4. Social aspects involved when collaboration takes place: in the current scenario,
collaboration can occur when learners are asked to perform the oral examination in
pairs by dialoging a given situation. The training can be done using a videoconferencing system. In this context, other issues should be considered, such as the intensity of collaboration, the type of collaborative task, the individual acceptance of the
technology used to support the collaboration, as well as specific personality traits.
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